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1.

Introduction
This document draws together evidence about the landscapes of Sutton, Bedfordshire. It
considers how human exploitation of the topography, morphology and fertility of the
soils, and abundance of water support the flourishing agriculture and wildlife we see
today.
Sutton Village sits in a shallow valley between two ridges, approximately one kilometre
apart. The eastern ridge is comprised of glacial till (formerly called boulder clay) with
surface flints and poor water permeability, which can result in rapid surface water runoff
when the land is bare. The western ridge forms part of Bedfordshire’s Greensand Ridge,
(underlain by the Woburn Sands Formation) and is noted for its well-drained soils. In
contrast, the Dunton Clay that fills the valley between the ridges and covers three quarters
of Sutton Parish, has high fertility and good water retention. Where the soils have merged
the resultant mix is also highly fertile, especially alongside Potton Brook where geology
maps show deposits of alluvium.
Sutton is also blessed with abundant water. Potton Brook crosses through the middle of
the village at Sutton Ford and together with its tributaries drains a large natural basin to
the north, in Cambridgeshire. Sometimes Sutton can be over-blessed with water: the ford
floods regularly and surface water run-off from the eastern ridge can result in flash
flooding at Clay End. Over the centuries a complex system of streams and ditches have
been developed and maintained to manage surface water as it flows across Sutton. The
combination of highly fertile soils and abundant water have made Sutton Parish an ideal
area for agriculture and horticulture over two millennia.
Additionally, the southern half of Sutton sits on top of two aquifers. The first, which is only
a few metres below fields south of High Street, drains water from the eastern ridge and
groundwater either side of Potton Brook into a larger system that extends north east into
Cambridgeshire. For completeness, it is noted that Sutton is also on the eastern edge of a
much deeper aquifer system that underlies the greensand rock. Only the first, upper level,
aquifer is discussed in detail.
The combination of Sutton’s range of highly fertile soils with differential drainage and
abundant water ensure ongoing productivity, even during climate extremes. It is reasoned
in Section 2 that with declining national soil fertility, rising temperatures and water
becoming an ever-scarcer resource, Sutton’s combination of agricultural and horticultural
resources will increase in significance. Meanwhile, recent climatic conditions have
highlighted the dangers of neglecting the surface water ditches and damaging the
relatively thin layer of clay which caps the upper aquifer.
Sutton has further natural assets that deserve protection. In an area of just nine square
kilometres it contains ten of the nineteen inland wildlife habitats prioritised by Natural
England. Of particular interest are Sutton’s wet woods, surviving hedges and absence of
fences. When the hedges, stream and ditches are combined, Sutton has over 50km of
established wildlife corridors, interspersed with woods and permanent water, which allow
wildlife to move freely within Sutton and across contiguous parishes. With development
pressing on several sides Sutton is becoming a vital connection in the routes available to
wildlife to traverse rural England.
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An ongoing survey of Sutton’s fauna, prompted by a recent Green Infrastructure Study
conducted by the Bedfordshire Rural Communities Council on behalf of the Sutton Parish
Council, is already showing that Sutton has abundant wildlife that is well worth protecting.
The John O’Gaunt Golf Club contributed records being compiled by the ground staff and
two extended studies of moths and fungi. When combined, the results of the two surveys
are impressive. Up to mid May 2020, 597 fauna species have been recorded, including 109
bird species, 30 mammal, 398 moth, 27 butterfly, 28 other insects, four amphibian and
one reptile species. 61 of the recorded fauna species are included on the Natural England
biodiversity (NEB) priority list, including 17 bird, 7 mammal, 29 moth and 6 butterfly
species. Two of the prioritised species of mammals – both with long-term populations in
Sutton – are currently under threat from other mammals and humans, demonstrating the
need for protected areas for wildlife.
Please note: the Oxford English Dictionary describes the term ‘wildlife’ as: “noun [mass
noun] wild animals collectively; the native fauna (and sometimes flora) of a region”;
throughout this document we use the terms wildlife, wildlife corridors and wildlife
networks; we use the term wildlife in the broader sense to include flora as well as fauna.
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2.

Landscapes, Topography and Soils
The term landscape has a number of definitions, including technical meanings for planners
and administrators. In its vernacular usage landscape is equated with scenery and views.
The fields of Sutton have been farmed, almost continuously, for two millennia and their
basic layout was determined by early eighteenth-century enclosures. The parish and
village we see today are the result of the efforts of past peoples to feed, house and
entertain themselves compounded by agricultural, social and transport revolutions,
occasional neglect and unforeseen consequences.
For a relatively small parish Sutton is rich in scenery, wildlife and surprises. At first sight
the views to the south of the village are of wide-open spaces. However, closer inspection
reveals that the area is divided into fields by streams and ditches, tens of kilometres in
length, which were built to manage excess surface water. Although easily ignored, and in
some cases neglected, the ditches continue to provide important habitats and wildlife
corridors for Sutton’s abundant fauna. Of greater importance is the absence of fences and
other barriers to impede the movement of wildlife.
Sutton continues to change and Sutton Park is one example. In the Victorian era it had a
system of ornamental lakes which had evolved from the geometrical formality of the
previous century. However, the lakes were not maintained and ultimately silted up. After
World War 2 the former lake bed became part of the John O’Gaunt Golf Course. The area
remained prone to flooding and became one of the motivations for the development of a
second - Carthagena Course – on well drained land to the west. Over the past few years a
new lake, with fountains, has been dug and the story continues.
Topography
Sutton village sits in a vale between two ridges – a sandstone ridge to the west of the
parish and clay ridge to the east – which constrict the drainage of water from a large
natural basin to the north of Potton. Sutton village spans and partly obstructs two of the
principle drainage routes from the basin to the Ivel Valley. Some of the water can be
observed as it flows through Sutton via Potton Brook plus other streams, but much of it
remains invisible and flows into a large aquifer under the southern half of the parish.
Potton Brook floods periodically but, because it is largely anticipatable, risks to life and
property are low. However, the topography of the ridges and the nature of their soils
combine to create surface water drainage problems during, and following, periods of
extreme precipitation.
Soils
A range of soil maps and classifications are available for Sutton. While they differ in the
varieties, characteristics and locations of the soil types identified, all agree on their high
fertility. Therefore, instead of selecting one in preference to another, none are supplied
and the discussion of Sutton’s soils is based on the Landscape Character Assessments
provided by Central Bedfordshire Council, supplemented by data from LandIS, the
National Soil Resources Institute based at Cranfield University. Current geological terms
and names have been adopted, with the alternative nomenclature provided where it is
considered to be helpful.
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The Central Bedfordshire Landscape Character Assessments (LCA) 2016 identify three
characteristic landscapes within the Parish of Sutton, which have been combined to
produce Figure 1. The lines on the figure should not be interpreted rigidly.
For completeness, two soil varieties not identified in (LCA, 2016) are deposits of alluvium
along the line of Potton Brook and a small section of the clay that underlies Biggleswade
which extends onto Turnpike Farm. Only the former is considered in detail.
2.1.1. Eastern Clay Ridge (Identified As Feature 1C in Figure 1)
Clay farmland (designated by LCA (2016) as Landscape Type 1C in Figure 1) covers
approximately 16.5% of the land surface of Sutton and is located along a ridge which
slopes SSW from a height of almost 70 metres beyond the extreme northeast corner of
the parish, until it almost touches the Sutton/ Dunton Road, just before it passes Dunton
Fen. LCA (2016) identifies the ridge as part of the Cockayne Hatley Clay Farmland and
characterises it, using its geology and topography, as “drift deposits of Boulder Clay (more
recently termed ‘glacial till’) and gently undulating, elevated terrain” that distinguish the
1c landscape from the “adjacent clay vales” (page 40). LandIS, the National Soil Resources
Institute based at Cranfield University, classifies the soil of the ridge as a “free draining,
slightly acid loam…which drains into local groundwater and streams”.
A site visit to the ridge revealed that its top and sides are composed of glacial till (formerly
called boulder clay) characterised by surface flints with some chalk pebbles, that may have
been deposited when the Anglian ice sheet retreated at the end of the last ice age. The
colour of the soil shades from mid brown at the base of the hill to light brown at the top,
and this is explained by a higher incidence of the chalk pebbles. Glacial till can become
leached, leading to decalcification and consequent high acidity. In Sutton this problem has
been avoided and the fertility the Type 1C soils maintained.
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Figure 1: Distribution of clay & greensand landscapes in Sutton Parish, Bedfordshire after LCA (2016)
Although the area of the Cockayne Hatley Clay Ridge within Sutton is relatively low, its
topography, the low water retention ability of the Cockayne Hatley Clay and the relative
impermeability of deeper clays can combine to generate significant surface water run-off
from the west side of the ridge and consequent flash flooding at Clay End. Maps provided
by the UK Government’s Flood Warning Information Service illustrate how the surface
water flooding can extend SSW into the fields bordered by the Sutton/ Dunton road. (See
Figures 2B and 2C.)
On the east side of the Cockayne Hatley Clay Ridge, beyond the parish boundary, several
streams combine and cross the Sutton/ Eyeworth Road below Molehill Barns to form
Sutton’s southern border. The streams draining the east and west side of the ridge
combine at Dunton Fen and join Potton Brook shortly before it leaves Sutton Parish to
flow across Biggleswade Common.
2.1.2. Western Greensand Ridge (Identified as Feature 6C in Figure 1)
A spur of Bedfordshire’s Greensand Ridge, overlain by the Woburn Sands Formation
(designated 6C in Figure 1 and referred to by LCA (2016) as the Everton Heath Greensand
Ridge) covers a further 10+% of Sutton. It is composed of Woburn Sands (formerly called
Lower Greensand) and is separated from the remainder of Bedfordshire’s Greensand
Ridge, which crosses the county in a southwest to northeast line, by the Ivel Valley [LCA
(2016), page 142].
The Woburn Sands are porous and free draining. Although surface water run-off can occur
during periods of extreme rainfall, greensand tends to absorb water and release it
gradually. LandIS describes the soil on the Greensand Ridge as “acid”, “sandy” and “freely
Sutton NP - Background Evidence Report - Part 2 V3.0
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draining, and classifies it as potentially having “low fertility”. However, only a small
fraction of Sutton’s Greensand Ridge is cultivated. The Carthagena Course of the John
O’Gaunt Golf Club, Millhouse Fen, Waterloo Wood and heathland together cover
approximately 90% of the western ridge.
Much of the rainwater from the Greensand Ridge drains southeast into Potton Brook,
both above and below Sutton Ford, and south towards the Ivel Valley. A significant
proportion also drains west toward Fen Farm and across Millhouse Fen, and connects to
Potton Brook between Watermill Bridge and Biggleswade Common (see arrows on Figure
1). The greensand also extends under, and interleaves with, the Dunton Clays to the south
of the parish to form a large aquifer which stretches to Biggleswade and drains into the
Ivel Valley. Pressure from the head of water in the greensand also powers local springs
and artesian water sources.
2.1.3. Dunton Clay Vale (Identified as Feature 5G in Figure 1)
Parts of the Dunton Clay Vale (designated 5G by LCA (2016) on Figure 1) cover nearly three
quarters (73%) of Sutton and similar deposits extend over much of Central Bedfordshire.
Its geology and topography are defined by LCA (2016) as being “underlain by Oxford Clay
(to the north) and Gault Clay (to the south), both capped by drift deposits of Boulder Clay.
The vales1 are distinctly low-lying – forming a strong visual contrast to adjacent landscapes
of the wooded Greensand Ridge…” [LCA (2016), page 74]. The Dunton Clays are classified
by LandIS as “lime-rich loam and clay with impeded drainage”, “rich”, of “high fertility”.
They are allocated the top score of five in the LandIS classification.
The Mixing of Soil Types
The cultivated soils on the sides of the vales east and west of the Greensand Ridge (see
the area designated as 6C in Figure 1) are light and, when exposed and/ or worked during
dry weather, are easily wind eroded. Further, the greensand is also vulnerable to water
erosion by surface runoff in wet weather. The arrows in Figure 1 indicate how sand from
the Greensand Ridge has spread southeast into the floodplain of Potton Brook, west into
the vale that contains Fen Farm and Millhouse Fen, and south towards the Ivel Valley.
Downstream of Sutton Ford, Potton Brook also provides an approximate dividing line
between well drained sandy soils to the west and wetter clay soils to the east. These
contrasting soil types are the source of the versatility for which Sutton’s fields are famed.
Although not shown on some available soil maps, the British Geological Survey Map 204
for Biggleswade, dated 2001, records deposits of alluvium stretching along the route of
Potton Brook from above Gamlingay, through Potton and Sutton, and on into the Ivel
Valley. The resultant mixture constitutes a further soil type, described by LandIS as
consisting of “loam and sand with a naturally high groundwater” and having a “peaty
texture”. The regular flooding of Potton Brook distributes the alluvium across adjacent
fields helping to maintain their high fertility.

1

Many geologists confine the use of the term “vale” to valleys draining plateaux.
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Declining UK Soil Fertility
There is a current controversy among environmentalists about declining soil fertility –
worldwide and in the UK – that generates as much heat as the parallel controversy about
global warming and its links to climate change. When rising world and UK population
trends are factored in, the leading question becomes, “Will the world, - specifically, will
the UK - be able to feed its population ten or twenty years from now?” On one side are
the agronomists, most environmentalists and ecologists. Even Michael Gove (until
recently Secretary of State for the Environment) has expressed fears that the UK soils may
have as little as 30 to 40 years remaining productivity. He advocated the replacement of
European farm subsidies to UK landowners with a new scheme which rewards those who
develop the fertility of their land and make other improvements. Opposing them are those
who claim to have commercial solutions to the problem and/or wish to see specific tracts
of UK land used for other purposes.
Landscape, soils and water in combination
Several factors have contributed to facilitate successful human exploitation of the
landscapes within Sutton Parish:
i.

The mixed landscapes, with their differing geology and topography, have produced
a range of soil types, with approximately three quarters of Sutton’s soils being
classified as having “high fertility” in the LandIS system and allocated the
maximum score of five.

ii.

While other available soil maps and classifications may differ about the number of
Sutton’s soil types, their locations and classifications, they all endorse the above
conclusion.

iii.

The freely draining soils of the Greensand Ridge and the abundance of water
flowing across, and under, Sutton have granted local farmers and growers unusual
resilience to seasonal extremes of drought and flood.

iv.

All of the above facts taken together have contributed to Sutton’s agricultural
significance in past centuries, by ensuring harvests against the ravages of both
excessively wet and dry growing seasons.

v.

Looking forward to times of increased global warning, and associated climatic
uncertainties, Sutton’s high-grade soils, abundant water, good drainage and
strategic location offer promises of continuing soil fertility and an increasing role
in national food security.
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3.

The Hydrology of Sutton
Water plays an important role in the life of all communities and in Sutton’s case the
historic issue has been the management of water resources in time of flood and drought.
Inspection of parish maps and aerial photographs reveals a legacy of streams and ditches
used to channel water across Sutton and delineate fields.
The number of locations in the parish bearing the name “fen” also bear witness to past
problems of excess water. Fen Farm and Millhouse Fen are to be found in the west of the
parish where water drains from the greensand ridge; the parish boundary with Dunton
passes through Dunton Fen – an example of a wet wood; and, the Sutton/ Dunton road is
known locally as the “Fen Road”. The Sutton Parish Green Infrastructure (GI) Plan 2019
and other documents refer to a “Sutton Fen and Woods County Wildlife Site (CWS)” which
includes Millhouse Fen and Waterloo Wood. The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
(RSPB) also used the name “Sutton Fen” for the same area when they leased it as a bird
reserve. Conversely, wind erosion in times when the field have been recently harrowed
or harvested is known locally as “fen blow”.
Flood Risk Maps
The UK Government’s Flood Warning Information Service website allows householders to
access assessments of the flood risks associated with individual properties using
postcodes and house numbers/ names, and to download maps. One issue with the
assessments is that they are specific to individual addresses and those for nearby
properties may vary significantly. Therefore, readers are advised to use a number of
postcodes and addresses to gain a full understanding of Sutton’s overall flood risks.
The most commonly quoted flood risk maps focus on river (or in Sutton’s case stream)
water flooding, and the map for Sutton and surrounding area is provided below as Figure
2A. It shows a relatively benign picture of the flood risks for Sutton. While areas of
moderate and high risk of stream water flooding are associated with Potton Brook, they
will be no surprise to most residents of the parish. Many, however, will be less familiar
with the areas of moderate and high risk of stream water flooding along the southern
boundary of the parish and southwest from Fen Farm, principally because they impact so
little on village life. When viewed in isolation Figure 2A suggests that the flood risks to
property and access are both low.
Less commonly quoted are the surface water flooding maps available on the same
website. See Figure 2B. This map presents a very different assessment of Sutton’s flood
risks. Not only does it show additional moderate and high risks of flooding in the eastern
half of the parish – where Figure 2A indicated very few – some of the areas are close to
habitation. The combined risks of stream and surface water flooding are discussed in the
following sections.
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Figure 2A: Risks of river water flooding in and round Sutton

Figure 2B: Risks of surface water flooding in & round Sutton.
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Users of the website will notice the differing degrees of resolution between maps, even
though they originate from the same website. Using the website, it is possible to produce
detailed views of the surface water flooding of both wider and smaller areas. Using
enlargements of the surface water flooding risk maps it is possible to trace the source of
the surface water back to individual ditches and ponds. A number of areas of concern
result:
a. Sutton’s southern boundary is marked by a continuous ditch which originates in
the north eastern corner of the parish, where it drains water from Sutton and
contiguous parishes. Thereafter, it runs first south then west to become a
permanent stream, collects water from many other stream and ditches, and
eventually merges with Potton Brook, shortly before the latter leaves Sutton to
cross Biggleswade Common;
b. The surface water flood warning map (Figure 2B) shows a number of areas prone
to moderate and severe flooding at Clay End and both sides of the eastern ridge
- in Sutton and the adjacent parish. In addition, areas of surface water run-off
are indicated;
c. Across the southern half of the parish, the surface water flood warning map
(Figure 2B) reveals a patchwork of some 25+ kilometres of ditches and streams
have been dug and maintained to manage the surface water that crosses Sutton.
(See Section 0 below);
d. Figure 2B also shows a number of places where surface water problems arise
within fields and an area to the west of Lantern Lane that drains into Potton
Brook, is the prime example (see Figure 2D).
Where Does The Water That Drains Across Sutton Come From?
When the detailed information from the surface water flooding maps was combined with
the local ordinance survey maps and aerial photographs, it proved possible to trace the
watersheds between the catchments of the various streams that flow across and border
Sutton, and distinguish them from those that feed into adjacent river systems. See Figure
2C.
In order to discuss the drainage and associated issues associated with particular streams
and areas of the parish, four principal drainage routes are identified. They are numbered
DR1 to DR4, starting from the east.
Figure 2C illustrates how the bulk of water that crosses and borders Sutton comes from
a natural drainage basin to the north of Potton which extends into Cambridgeshire, to
the hills beyond Gamlingay and east as far as Hatley Wilds. The basin measures
approximately 47 square kilometres - over five times the area of Sutton, which measures
only nine square kilometres. Further the topography of Sutton serves to constrict the
main drainage routes into the kilometre-wide valley between the western and eastern
ridges, magnifying the risks of flooding.
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Figure 2C: Map showing the probable northern watershed for the surface water draining
through Sutton plus catchment areas forthe watersheds of Drainage Routes DR1 to DR4.
(Derived from surface water flooding maps from http://flood-warninginformation.service.gov.uk.)

3.1.1. Drainage Route 1 (DR1)
Surface water from the east side of the Cockayne Hatley Clay Ridge drains into a series of
ditches which run, via Molehill Barns, to become a permanent stream that forms the
southern boundary of the parish. All of the other surface water drainage routes merge
with this route, plus water from many other ditches and semi-permanent streams.
Inspection of Figure 2B reveals that the main flood risk along this drainage route comes
from surface water, until close to where it converges with DR2, when both risks of surface
flooding and river/stream flooding apply.
3.1.2. Drainage Route 2 (DR2)
Water from the west side of the Cockayne Hatley Clay Ridge (behind Standalone Farm),
drains via Clay End to join DR1 at Dunton Fen. Inspection of Figures 2A and 2B reveals that
the main flooding risk in this drainage route comes from surface water. Figure 2D reveals,
in greater detail, the high risks of surface water flooding at the Clay End Crossroad and
how far it extends into the fields to the south.
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Figure 2D: Enlargement of the section of Figure 2B to show risks of surface water
flooding south of High Street and indicates one of the areas of seasonal artesian flow
Figure 2D reveals that the risk of surface water flooding and the extent of the potential
inundation are both high. At risk are:
•

The fields and allotments bounded by Crow Grove, Sutton Road and Sutton Hill;

•

Clay End crossroads and immediate surrounds;

•

The disused plant nursery;

•

The road through the double bend on the Sutton/Dunton road and the woods
on either side;

•

Substantial lengths either side of the ditches extending south into the fields and
west of the Sutton/Dunton road.

Figure 2D also show an area of potentially severe surface water flooding that rises in the
fields to the west of Lantern Lane. From there the water drains west towards Potton
Brook. The origins of this water and its significance are discussed in Section 0 below.
3.1.3. Drainage Route 3 (DR3)
Potton Brook (DR3) is the most well-known of the three surface water drainage routes
across Sutton. The brook originates from the natural basin north/ northeast of Potton and
is joined by water from drainage routes DR1, DR2 and DR4 shortly before it leaves Sutton
to cross Biggleswade Common.
Sutton Ford offers the most visible manifestation of the water that flows across Sutton.
Together the brook, ford and packhorse bridge constitute three of the features that make
Sutton unique.
Sutton NP - Background Evidence Report - Part 2 V3.0
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The brook flows throughout the summer even in years of severe drought, confirming that
it draws on a significant reserve of water. The brook floods regularly during the winter
when the fields have become saturated. The most significant flood in the past 50 years,
however, occurred in May 1978 following five days of steady rain. See Photograph 1A.

Photograph 1A:
Sutton Ford, May
1978. The flooding
covered Church
Field, the lower
fields of Church
Farm & the lower
greens of the John
O’Gaunt Golf
Course.

Photograph 1B:
One of many
motorists who have
come to grief trying
to cross Sutton Ford
when “the tide was
in” - this one in
February 2001.

Photograph 1C:
Seasonal flooding in
December 2019
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During the late 1970s the bed of the ford and bridge fell into disrepair. When the former
was remade in the 1980s, the elm logs which provided the foundations for the bridge were
partially exposed and began to decay, threatening the bridge’s structural integrity. English
Heritage funded removal of the logs, the injection of new concrete foundations and the
restoration of the bridge.
A subsequent study of the logs confirmed that the water in the ford had remained at the
same level for many centuries, effectively arresting the natural processes of erosion. Two
consequences upstream of the ford have been increased deposition and problems of
surface water flooding on the lower greens of the John O’Gaunt Golf Club. Downstream,
the water has cut back towards the ford creating a series of small waterfalls. Also, in the
1980s, a barrier was erected to mark the downstream edge of the ford.
3.1.4. Drainage Route 4 (DR4)
In contrast to drainage routes DR1 to DR3, the highest risk of DR4 flooding arises from
river/stream water. Observation suggests that water drains from beneath the greensand
bedrock and surfaces at springs north of the parish boundary. From there water flows into
occasional streams and ditches to feed Millhouse Fen, before joining Potton Brook
between the junction of the other three drainage routes and Biggleswade Common. The
land between Fen Farm and the River Ivel is all low lying so water quickly backs-up creating
the flood risk identified in Figure 2A.
Additional Areas at Risk of Flooding
Figure 2B also reveals that when drainage routes DR1 to DR3 overflow they may merge
east of the Biggleswade/ Potton Road, and behind what is now the OneSchool Global
School. Further, the possibility exists of High Street residents being marooned. Even if they
were able to navigate at Sutton Ford and Clay End, they may face further problems trying
to cross:
a. A tributary of Potton Brook which crosses Sutton Road;
b. DR1 where it crosses the Sutton/ Eyeworth road close to Molehill Barns; and,
c. DR1 again where it crosses the Sutton/ Dunton road, close to Dunton Fen.

Historic Systems of Surface Water Management
Across the southern half of the parish, the surface water flood warning map (Figure 2B)
reveals a patchwork of some 25+ kilometres of ditches and streams have been dug and
maintained to manage the surface water that crosses Sutton. Each of them was inspected
and those that showed evidence of active water drainage were mapped. See Figure 2E.
Some streams and ditches are duplicated by hedges and separately or together they form
the majority of field boundaries across the north eastern and two southern quadrants of
the parish, allowing wildlife to roam across Sutton and into adjacent parishes. In total,
some 50km of corridors linking key habitats and permanent water have been recorded.
The development and maintenance of these waterways represent sustained human effort
over earlier centuries and these need to be continued to prevent the return of surface
water not only in Sutton but in the parishes up and down stream.
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Figure 2E: Sutton’s streams, ditches, springs (S) & ponds (●) highlighted (with former
springs & ponds in Red).
Figure 2E is based on a 1:15,000 scale map and records over 25 kilometres of drainage and
irrigation routes. (Doubtless a high definition aerial views of Sutton will reveal many
more).
Former Water Conservation Systems
Remains of a system of sluices to regulate the water in Potton Brook survive from earlier
times both up and downstream of the ford. The sluices were still in use in the second half
of the twentieth century but it is unclear how much older they are. The position of several
of the sluices suggests that their main role was in agriculture and to sustain the
ornamental lakes in Sutton Park. Today, all but one of the sluices seem to have been
abandoned (see Photograph 2 below).

Photograph 2: Disused sluice adjacent to Pegnut Wood
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Sutton’s Hidden Aquifers and Drainage Route (DR5)
Figure 2D indicates another source of surface water flooding on the fields south of High
Street, to the west of Lantern Lane (which is indicated by a faint blue line) and east of
Potton Brook. As it appears there are no streams or ditches feeding the area it is assumed
that this area of inundation results from artesian flow from the upper aquifer underlying
Sutton and its inclusion on the risk maps results from the overlying clay layer has been
breached. Further, it is concluded that the clay layer capping the aquifer is relatively thin
and (potentially) easily damaged.
In fact, Sutton sits on top of two aquifers. The first, which is only a few metres below fields
south of High Street, drains water from the eastern ridge and groundwater either side of
Potton Brook into a larger system that extends north east into Cambridgeshire (see Figure
2F(i)) and drains into the Ivel Valley. The water is retained in glacial drift and capped by
relatively impervious clay.
The 1999 Environment Agency Report entitled “Bedford Ouse (Lower Reaches)
Development Constraints by Parish” defines an aquifer as “soil or rock that is able to store
and transmit water, known as groundwater”. The report confirms the existence of the
upper aquifer under Sutton and identifies it as both:
•

a Major Aquifer, which the report defined as “a highly permeable formation which
may support large abstractions, commonly used for public water supplies” (page
2); and,

•

a Zone II Aquifer which is defined by “a 400-day travel time” (which is important
to provide delay for “attenuation of slowly degrading pollutants”) (page 3).

The aquifer is understood to have been named after Sutton because of its proximity to
field level.
Sutton is also on the eastern edge of a much deeper aquifer system that underlies the
greensand rock (see Figure 2F(ii)). The lower aquifer is reported for completeness and
does not feature further in this document.

Figure 2F(i) Upper Aquifer
(Water retained in glacial drift)

Figure 2F(ii) Deeper Aquifer
(Water retained in greensand
bedrock)
Key to both aquifer figures: purple = lower aquifer, pink and yellow = upper aquifers
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The upper aquifer constitutes a fifth and hidden drainage route (DR5) for water to flow
across Sutton. Empirical calculations suggest that, even with periodic flooding, the water
that flows across Sutton at ground level is exceeded many times by the water flowing
under the parish.
The upper aquifer is also a resource to be exploited when water supplies are threatened.
During the drought of 1976 farmers with fields overlying the upper aquifer had only to dig
down a few metres to strike flowing water.
By July 1976 residents across much of Bedfordshire were suffering water rationed, but
those living in Dunton, Sutton, Potton and immediate villages continued to receive their
mains water from springs in Dunton, so were exempt. The water is rich in iron so was
deemed economic for local distribution only. On the 1st of August 1976, the capacity of
Grafham Water – Bedford’s main source – was reported to be down to 140 days’ supply
and Anglian Water drew up a number of contingency plans. Village sources suggest that
one of the contingencies was to extract water from the Dunton springs plus boreholes on
Sutton’s southern border, pipe the water into the Rivers Ivel and Great Ouse, close the
latter to navigation and reverse its flow using pumps to supply Bedford, and at some point
remove the excess iron. However, the rain returned before the plan was implemented.
(A British Geological Survey hydrology report on the 1976 drought, dated 2011, confirms
that water was extracted from aquifers in Cambridgeshire that are closer to the River Ouse
and transported to Grafham Water in the way described. While the upper Sutton aquifer
is not mentioned in the report, the methods adopted suggests that the Sutton story in
more than apocryphal.)
The winter of 2019/2020
The winter of 2019/2020 was characterised by prolonged periods of heavy rain; the effect
on the fields south of High Street provides a relevant case-study of the issues raised above.
As often happens with rain falling on aquifers, the clay or rock covering prevents water
penetration from above so the rain water has to run-off, rather than be absorbed.
Photograph 3A shows the surface water on fields south of High Street following several
days of rain. Heavy machinery continued to be used on the land during this period.
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Photograph 3A: Surface water flooding south of High Street, 29 February 2020. (The
trees on the right border Lantern Lane.)
During March the fields began to dry out but a persistent area of water remained, midway along the hedge on the east side of Lantern Lane. On inspection, the water proved to
be flooded vehicle tracks some 40 to 60cm in depth, containing 15 to 25cm of stagnant
water (see Photograph 3B).

Photograph 3B:
Flooded wheel tracks left
by agricultural machinery
(as on 21 March 2020)
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Photograph 3C:
Stagnant water in the
same wheel tracks (as on
8 April 2020).

Photograph 3B was taken on 21 March 2020 when the fields on the other side of Lantern
Lane were so dry vehicles working them were throwing up dust. The dry weather
continued and a little over two weeks later the flooded wheel ruts were still prominent
and filled with green stagnant water - despite repeated attempts by the farmer to level
them. Elsewhere in the same field the soil had become so dry vehicles were again
throwing up clouds of dust. It was not until the third week of April that the puddles
disappeared, leaving a persistent damp patch in an otherwise dry field until well into May.
Sutton’s Hydrology – Some Observations
The water resources of Sutton are considerable but need to be carefully managed to avoid
damage and increased risk of flooding. Any development would need to maintain and
respect the current water resources ensuring that they remain free from contamination,
flood risks are mitigated and full account is taken of climate change.
Figure 2C earlier identifies the watersheds of the permanent and semi-permanent sources
of much of the water that flows across, under and around Sutton and how the associated
flood risks are influenced by local topography and geology.
As a large proportion of the water that flows through Sutton originates outside of the
parish, particularly in Cambridgeshire, Sutton is vulnerable to changes not just within the
parish, but from affects further afield being channelled downstream towards Sutton, be
these man-made changes such as development, changes to agriculture, cumulative
effects of urbanisation, neglect of (or lack of improvement to) drainage and flood
mitigation measures, or, ultimately, the cumulative effects of climate change.
Whilst Sutton is not near the coast, it is relatively low-lying, and within the lifetime of
existing buildings and infrastructure, rising sea levels will slow the rates at which rivers
flow, levels in streams and other tributaries will likely back-up and groundwater will rise.
For areas such as Sutton, that are already experience frequent river/ stream and surface
water flooding, these implications, coupled with the upstream affects, will need to be
considered when planning development in the area.
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4.

Habitats
Natural England priority habitats
In 2010 Natural England published a list of 41 priority habitats of which six are coastal and
16 marine. Given the diversity of landscape reported above, ten examples of the
remaining 19 have been identified in Sutton. (They have been reordered to reflect
Sutton’s priorities):
i.

Arable and Horticultural: Arable field margins

ii.

Boundary: Hedgerows

iii.

Freshwater: Rivers (in Sutton’s case permanent/ semi-permanent streams and
ditches

iv.

Freshwater: Aquifer-fed naturally fluctuating water

v.

Freshwater: Ponds

vi.

Woodland: Wet woodland

vii.

Woodland: Lowland mixed deciduous woodland

viii.

Woodland: Wood-pasture and parkland

ix.

Heathland: Lowland heathland

x.

Grassland: Lowland meadows

Arable and Horticultural: Arable field margins
Given its fertile soil and abundant water, Sutton has long traditions of arable farming and
horticulture. The Victoria County History for Bedfordshire (1902) cites wheat, barley,
beans and peas as the main crops. In the inter-war years, the village and surrounding area
became famous for supplying vegetables – principally, potatoes, onions, marrows and
Brussel sprouts - into the London markets. After WW2 horticultural Land Settlements
were established in the northeast quadrant of the village and in the 1960s a group of local
farmers and growers founded Bedfordshire Growers, which is still based in Sutton. This
history has served to preserve many of the traditional margins for, while late twentieth
century agriculture tended to merge fields, horticulture tended to do the opposite. While
in recent years the emphasis has returned to agriculture, field margins have been
preserved and many have been developed into small nature reserves.
Boundary: Hedgerows
Today, Sutton has retained many of its traditional field margins, although an unknown
number have disappeared as farming practices have evolved. The systems of streams and
ditches delineating many fields (discussed in Section 4.3.2) are complemented by
hedgerows, which would benefit from regeneration, and some field margins have both.
(Compare Figures 2D and 3.) Critically, few of the hedgerows have been replaced by fences
and when hedgerows have been replanted gaps have been left, enabling Sutton’s fauna –
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birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, insects and other creatures - free to roam across
much of the parish.
Even if the following are discounted, Sutton still has almost 30 kilometres of remaining
hedgerows:
•

The large gaps in many of the hedgerows;

•

Landscaped trees and shrubs in gardens and parklands; and,

•

Hedges that have merged into the woodlands they surround.

While many hedges duplicate streams and ditches as field boundaries, when Sutton’s
wooded areas and other habitats are also taken into consideration, the parish can boast
some 50 kilometres of wildlife corridors.

Figure 3: Sutton’s remaining hedgerows
Freshwater: permanent/ semi-permanent streams and ditches
From its catchment north and northeast of Potton to its junction with the River Ivel,
Potton Brook flows predominantly through unspoilt country and woodland, and
constitutes one of the major wildlife corridors crossing Bedfordshire. Otters, water voles,
badgers, deer, reptiles, amphibians and several species of water birds - including little
egrets and kingfishers – have all been reported in and near the brook. As can be seen from
figures 2A, 2B, 2D, 2E and 3, from the brook corridor fauna can access the network of
streams, ditches, hedgerows and other habitats that crisscross Sutton, connect to
neighbouring parishes and through them to key wildlife routes that cross rural England.
Further, it is demonstrated in Section 0 below that Sutton is a critical link in those
movement routes.
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Freshwater: Aquifer-fed naturally fluctuating water bodies
Sutton has several examples of aquifer-fed ponds and wetlands, of which the one
between the Clay End crossroad and the first bend on the Sutton/ Dunton (Fen) Road is
the most accessible. Until several decades ago it was a permanent pond fed by seasonal
springs, and surplus water flowed into the roadside ditch. It was filled-in and the ground
level raised when the section of land (designated HAS48 in the draft CBC Plan) was set
aside for potential housing. The boundary between the resultant field and land to the
south of High Street was later planted and designated as “Sutton’s Millennium Wood”.
Nevertheless, the former pond continues to reassert itself and can easily be identified
from satellite views of Sutton and Figure 2C. The springs have continued to flow, so the
surrounding area is waterlogged for much of the year. (See Photographs 4A and 4B).

Photograph 4A:
Sutton’s Millennium Wood from
the north. The position of the
artesian-fed area is indicated by
white blossom of selfpropagated blackthorn bushes.

Photograph 4B:
One of the seasonal springs on
the edge of the artesian-fed
area.

Freshwater: ponds
For an area so rich in water, few of Sutton’s ponds survive. Since a survey in 1977 at least
three have disappeared – all so that the ground surrounding them can be re-purposed.
On the positive side, new ponds have been dug.
Established ponds
Sutton has over seven surviving ponds that were recorded during twentieth century
surveys but their conditions are unknown because all are on private land. In addition, the
Sutton General Wildlife Fauna Survey, reported in Section 0 indicates that several garden
ponds exist but are unrecorded on current maps.
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New ponds created within the last 40 years
Three new ponds have been established in recent decades:
•

The newest is a small ornamental lake, with fountains, on the John O’Gaunt Golf
Course. It is located to the east of Potton Brook on one of the former
thoroughfares of the golf course.

•

The second, dug in the early 1990s, is on the crest of the eastern ridge and
boundary with Wrestlingworth, where bridleways BW6 and BW W16 meet. The
pond appears to be fed by water channelled along to top of the ridge and
overflows into the ditches that subsequently feed into Drainage Route 1. It has
become a breeding place for amphibians and provides an important source of
water for large fauna. Badger and rabbit colonies has established themselves on
the downstream side of the pond.

•

The third, in the rear garden of a High Street cottage, was established in the 1980s
and has become the annual breeding habitat for a variety of midwife toads which
were displaced when the Clay End pond was filled in. (See also Section 0.)

Ponds that have disappeared
In addition to the pond at Clay End (reported above) two further ponds have disappeared
in recent decades:
•

A former duck pond in the private garden of the John O’Gaunt Inn. It was fed by
seasonal springs from the fields behind, overflowed into a ditch that ran along the
boundary with the adjacent property and subsequently into the storm drain that
flows the length of High Street. It was filled-in during the 1980s when the garden
was landscaped to become the current beer garden. It is relevant to note that the
springs tried to reassert themselves during the very wet winter of 2017/18.

•

A pond, situated beyond the two bungalows on Sutton Road which had
disappeared by 2000.

Ponds in adjacent parishes but potentially of importance to Sutton’s fauna
There are 3 large ponds not in the parish but nevertheless of potential strategic
importance to Sutton’s fauna:
•

The reservoir at the end of Lantern Lane;

•

The ponds in Lousy Bush Nature Reserve just over the southeast boundary of
Sutton and accessed by bridleway BW W7 and footpath FP5;

•

The standing water and springs below the escarpment in the northwest corner of
the parish, between bridle way BW19 and Carthagena Road.
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Woodland: Wet woodland
Sutton has two prime examples of wet woodland:
•

Dunton Fen, where drainage routes DR1 & DR2 combine. It is easily identified on
the flood risks maps 2A and 2B. (Photograph 5A also refers.) Its current status is
unclear because only part of it lies in Sutton;

•

Millhouse Fen, on the western side of Sutton (Photograph 5B). Millhouse Fen and
associated woodlands are designated as a County Wildlife Site (CWS) called the
‘Sutton Fen and Woods CWS’.

Sutton has two, possibly three, other areas of wet woodland that are parts of larger woods
and may not qualify as wet woodlands in their own right:
•

The former aquifer-fed pond at Clay End. Seasonal spring continue to flow creating
a wet area within Sutton’s Millennium Wood;

•

The mature section of Pegnut Wood which lies between the footpath FP1 leading
to the bridge across Potton Brook and the junction where a tributary joins the
brook. This area is rich in alluvial soil and always damp. It was probably formed
when the bed of an ornamental lake silted up;

•

A third candidate for a wet wood is the neglected triangle of woodland between
FP1 and the sewage works. Its current condition can best be described as
“returned to nature”.

Photograph 5A: Dunton Fen
The boundary between Sutton
& Dunton is marked by the
overgrown ditch on the right
(DR1), branches of which flow
through and round the Fen.
The isolated tree on the right
marks the route of DR2 (from
Clay End) and is close to where
the two waterways converge.
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Photograph 5B: Millhouse Fen
The Fen was formerly a
reserve for the RSPB, which
has its national headquarters
close by at Sandy Lodge.

Woodland: Lowland mixed deciduous woodland
The northwest quadrant of Sutton contains several large areas of deciduous woodland:
•

The Sutton half of Pegnut Wood. It was planted three decades ago but is bordered
by mature deciduous trees;

•

The Belt and wooded area at Watermill Bridge;

•

The line of trees west of Watermill Bridge;

•

The Millhouse Fen, Fen Farm and Portobello Farm areas all contain wooded areas
- natural and planted. Waterloo Wood contains stands of mixed deciduous and
coniferous trees. Both Millhouse Fen and Waterloo Woods are situated within the
‘Sutton Fen and Woods CWS’.

In addition, it should be noted that Sutton has many smaller but biologically important
stands of deciduous woodland. The Sutton GI Plan 2019 records:
•

The line of trees, interspersed with scrub and heathland, bordering bridleway BW8
and the Sutton/Potton boundary, designated as the Carthagena Bridleway CWS. It
is significant both for the survival of many small elms (a habitat for the White
Spotted Pinion Moth), other Biologically Significant Trees and the butterflies and
moths that they support;

•

The line of trees on the south side of Church Road, which also consists mainly of
elm trees.

Also, of strategic importance to Sutton’s fauna are:
•

The line of trees north of Church Field, between Potton Brook and footpath FP1;

•

Crow Grove;

•

The line of trees on the crest of the eastern ridge that runs northeast from the
junction of bridleways BW6 and BW W15;
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•

The line of trees bordering the Sutton/ Eyeworth road from Molehill Barns lodge
north east to where the 40m contour crosses the road;

•

The stand of trees at the southern end of Lantern Lane.

Woodland: Wood-pasture and parkland
A substantial fraction of one square kilometre of Sutton is taken up by the John O’Gaunt
Golf Club. The site overlaps the boundary between the wet, flood-prone Dunton Clay
landscape bisected by Potton Brook to the east, and Lower Greensand ridge to the west.
The club has two courses – each of which exemplify the characteristics of their respective
landscapes – thereby guaranteeing playable conditions on more days per year.
The Golf Club’s greens and fairways have been planted to meet the needs of the sport but
have matured into important and attractive habitats for wildlife. By not being subject to
the dictates of the farming year they provide a permanency not found in cultivated areas.
Further, the greenkeepers take pride in, and record, the fauna that inhabit their domain
(see Section 5).
Heathland: Lowland heathland
Small areas of heathland exist on the Greensand Ridge at the edge of the wooded areas
and punctuate some of the more open areas within and between Sutton’s wooded areas.
Further, unused areas on both the greensand and where field margins meet on the open
field systems are quickly colonised by brambles, broom, gorse and small trees, and
naturally revert to lowland heathland.

Photograph 6A: Small patch of heathland
below escarpment of Waterloo Wood

Photograph 6B: Uncultivated area
reverting to heathland, with broom,
brambles & small trees.

Grassland: Lowland meadows
Biggleswade Common, which borders Sutton to the southwest is a large area of natural
grassland and tradition grazing land which is designed as the Biggleswade Common CWS.
It protrudes into Sutton Parish at Turnpike Farm.
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5.

Fauna
This section of the document has been developed to address the gaps in the GI Plan 2019
where “no surveys exist”. In response the Sutton Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Committee instituted a seven-month survey of Sutton’s wildlife fauna, which commenced
in February 2020.
Building on advice from the RSPB, 16 Sutton households recorded the fauna they saw and
heard in their gardens, the adjacent fields and as they travelled within and around Sutton.
Participants were asked to record what the saw (or heard), the date and time. The results
were collated and reported at the end of each month.
The greenkeepers at the John O’Gaunt Golf Club have been recording fauna and fungi on
the two golf courses in Sutton for several years, and they kindly made their records
available to The Sutton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Committee. Included were:
•

Lists of mammals (including bats), birds, butterflies and dragonflies that have been
observed by the ground staff;

•

Two very detailed surveys of moths and fungi found on the golf course between
2015 to 2019 and 2013 to 2017 respectively

The two sets of records will be referred to as the Sutton Village and JOG Golf Club Surveys,
respectively.
Sutton General Wildlife Fauna Survey
When it concluded at the end of September 2020, the Sutton Village survey had recorded:
•

4,195 sightings of 9,337 creatures - birds, mammals, amphibians, insects and fish
- and an uncountable number of tadpoles in garden ponds;

•

72 species of birds, of which 12 are on the Natural England biodiversity (NEB)
priority list;

•

16 species of mammals (18 if mink and rats are included), of which four are on the
Natural England biodiversity priority list (and of which several had been confirmed
with photographs); the JOG Golf Club Survey recorded a further 13;

•

Four amphibian species and one reptile species; one amphibian and the reptile are
both on the NEB priority list;

•

28 species of butterflies, five of which are on the NEB priority list, 13 species of
moths (one of which is on the NEB list) and a further 35 species of invertebrates bees, bumblebees, ladybirds, wasps, beetles, flies, other insects and molluscs.
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Birds
72 species of bird were recorded and classified as abundant, common or rare, according
to the number of sightings and individuals reported. NEB priority species are shown in
bold.
Abundant (19):
Blue Tits
Blackbirds
Carrion Crows
Dunnocks
Chaffinches
Great Tits
Green Finches

Gold Finches
Greater Spotted Woodpeckers
Jackdaws
Long Tailed Tits
Magpies
Pheasants

Robins
House Sparrows
Starlings
Tree Sparrows
Wood Pigeons
Wrens

Hooded Crows
Jays
Pied Wagtails
Mallards
Red Legged Partridges
Red Kites

Rooks
Skylarks
Tawney Owls
Yellow Hammers

Grey Warbler
Golden Pheasants
Herons
House Martins
Kingfishers
Little Egrets
Little Owls
Marsh Tits
Moorhens
Mute Swans
Nuthatches
Reed Buntings
Reed Warbler

Ring Necked Parakeets
Rock Doves
Stock Doves
Swallows
Mistle Thrushes
Song Thrushes
Sparrow Hawks
Stonechats (11/2020)
Swifts
Tree Creepers
Yellow Wagtails
Whitethroats

Common (16):
Buzzards
Black Headed Gulls
Common Gulls
Collared Doves
Green Woodpeckers
Kestrels
Rare (38):
Barn Owls
Blackcaps
Black Kites
Bramblings
Bull Finches
Chiffchaffs
Coal Tits
Cuckoos
Canada Geese
Garden Warblers
Greylag Geese
Grey Partridges
Grey Wagtails

(All but one of the above were confirmed by multiple sightings and/ or photographs.)

The JOG Golf Club Survey added a further 30 confirmed species and 7 unconfirmed (single)
sightings, of which a total of six are on the NEB priority list. The notes supplied by the JOG
Golf Club ground staff are summarised in the table below:
Resident Birds:

Goldcrests
Curlews
Winter visitors/ Fieldfares
sightings:
Redwings
Summer Visitors/ Hobbies
Sightings:
Mandarin Duck
Nightjar
Ospreys
Reed Warbler
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Occasional
Sightings:

Common Terns
Crossbills
Linnets
Oystercatchers
Birds seen flying Cormorants
over:
Golden Plovers
Greater Black-Backed Gulls
Unconfirmed:
Black Redstart
(single
Golden Oriole
observations)
Hen Harriers
Honey Buzzard

Peregrines
Ravens
Redpolls
Woodcocks
Herring Gulls
Lapwings
Lesser Black-Backed Gulls
Nightingale
Short Eared Owl
Wheatear

If the late sighting of a Stonechat is included in the Sutton Village Survey, the number of
avian species recorded in both surveys is 110.
Mammals
18 species of wild mammals were reported in Sutton General Wildlife Fauna Survey (and
again priority species are shown in bold):
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Badgers are common, verging on abundant at multiple locations in the parish
where solitude, shelter and access to water coincide. While reported sighting are
few, most setts showed evidence of current occupation – claw marks, track ways,
recent excavations, discarded bedding and middens;
Rabbits are common, their warrens have been found in multiple places in the
parish and, while sighting are few, several warrens show evidence of occupation –
droppings and scratchings;
Foxes are common and often heard as well as seen.
Grey and Black Squirrels are common throughout the village; the latter (a mutation
of the Greys) were reported less frequently;
Muntjac and Roe Deer are both common and a herd of Fallow Deer was sighted
on the JOG golf course. Chinese Water Deer have been reported in Sutton in recent
years but were not recorded in either survey;
From the numbers of active molehills, Moles are abundant throughout the parish,
but direct sightings are rare;
Populations of both Field Mice and House Mice have been reported throughout
the village and were captured on wildlife cameras. Additionally, the JOG Golf Club
Survey recorded Wood Mice and Yellow Necked Mice, and it is possible that
further species of mice were recorded on wildlife cameras but not with sufficient
clarity to be identified;
Small numbers of Common Shrews were also reported in both surveys and Pigmy
Shrews in the JOG Golf Club Survey;
Direct Hedgehog sightings have been few but, evidence of their nocturnal visits
has been reported at several places in the village and they have been captured by
wildlife cameras.
Small populations of both Bank and Water Voles have been reported along Potton
Brook, however, it is feared that the latter are being predated by mink. Golf course
ground staff are monitoring the situation;
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•
•
•
•
•

•

After a series of sightings of Otters before the survey began, one was
photographed by a wildlife camera on the golf course;
Given Sutton’s rural setting and working farms, it is not surprising that wildlife
cameras have also recorded occasional Rats;
Sutton has a small but flourishing population of Hares which were reported on
open fields as cereal crops began to sprout, and in the days following harvest;
There were a small number of sightings of Weasels in both surveys, all west of the
ford, and the JOG Golf Club Survey recorded Stoats;
Bat roosts have been recorded at several locations in the village. Available
evidence – droppings and habitats - suggests that several species are resident but
none have been confirmed in the Sutton Village Survey; however, the JOG Golf
Club survey recorded 8 species of bats – Barbastelle Bats, Brown Long Eared Bats,
Common Pipistrelle Bats, Daubenton’s Bats, Natterer Bats, Noctule Bats, Serotine
Bats and Soprano Pipistrelle Bats.
The list of Sutton’s mammals remains open. Wildlife and security cameras have
recorded many other small, nocturnal visitors but the resolutions have been
insufficient for species to be identified.

Amphibians
By the end of April newts and two species of toads – common and midwife - had returned
to garden ponds across Sutton and, if the numbers of tadpoles were any guide, all three
populations were thriving. However, the first frogs were noted in the second week of May.
Midwife toads are not a priority species but the Sutton examples are nevertheless are of
considerable interest. Midwife and other amphibians almost became extinct in the early
eighteenth century and were reintroduced from Spain. The Sutton examples seem,
however, to be more closely related to a French variety. Geneticists from two universities
are researching their origins. In the 1970s, and before many garden pond had been dug,
midwife toads bred in the former pond at Clay End. When it was filling in during the 1980s
the toads moved to garden ponds along High Street.
None of Sutton’s amphibians are known to over-winter in the ponds being used for
breeding but migrate annually. Their continued presence in Sutton points to the need for
wildlife corridors – as distinct from managed footpaths - linking their current ponds to the
streams at Clay End and Potton Brook.
Reptiles
The only reptiles to be recorded in the Sutton Village Survey were Grass Snake which were
first observed and photographed in May; further sightings of Grass Snakes followed at
several locations on the south side of High Street. Separately, Grass Snakes were reported
on both JOG golf courses.
Butterflies
The heatwave in spring 2020 encouraged early activity among insect species. As spring
turned into summer, many households reported that birds had largely deserted their
gardens and had been replaced by butterflies and other insects. Over five hundred
sightings of butterflies and double that number of individual specimens were reported.
(The identification of one specimen (reported in June) is still outstanding.)
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Abundant (8):
Brimstone
Gatekeeper
Holly Blue
Common (7):
Comma
Common Blue
Green Veined White

Large White
Meadow Brown
Orange Tip

Peacock
Red Admiral

Marbled White
Ringlet
Small White

Speckled Wood

Rare (14)
Brown Argus
Purple Hairstreak
Small Tortoiseshell
Essex Skipper
Small Blue
White Admiral
Large Skipper
Small Copper
White Letter Hairstreak
Large Tortoiseshell
Small Heath
Wood White
Painted Lady
Small Skipper
22 of the above species were common to the Sutton Village and JOG Golf Club
surveys. The latter recorded three further species, one of which is in the NEB
priority list:
Clouded Yellows

Grizzled Skippers

Purple Emperors

Other Insects
The JOG Golf Club reported 400 different species of moths in the 5-year survey using a
moth trap, of which at least 29 are on the NEB priority list.
The Village Survey only recorded a smaller number of moth species, probably due to the
differing methodologies and habitats. A moth survey led by Bedfordshire’s Moth Recorder
was being planned when the Covid-19 pandemic led to the first national lockdown and it
is hoped that the survey will be re-arranged for 2021. Nevertheless, the Sutton Village
Survey recorded six species of moths not reported in the JOG Gold club survey:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hummingbird Hawk Moths, high-summer visitors to Sutton gardens
Nut Tree Moths
Old Lady Moths, which appeared in late autumn
Scarlet Tiger Moths
Tortix Pemmere Anrana Moths
White Spotted Pinion Moths

The White Spotted Pinion Moths and Silver Ground Carpet Moth (which was reported in
the JOG Golf Club survey) are of special interest because they both inhabit the elm trees
and saplings that still thrive alongside the Carthagena Bridleway CWS, the caterpillars of
the former had infested the elm trees by early May.
Of special interest is the JOG Golf Club survey of dragonflies. 18 species have been
recorded, including the Willow Emerald Damselfly which was reported for the first time in
2019.
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The Sutton Village survey recorded 35 further species of invertebrates - bees,
bumblebees, ladybirds, wasps, beetles, flies, other insects and molluscs. of which Bufftailed Bumblebees and Honey Bees were both abundant and the Red-Tailed Bumblebees
were common. Four species of Ladybirds have been recorded of which the 7-spots were
abundant. Wasp Spiders were reported on the JOG Golf Club.
At the time of writing work is still ongoing to confirm the identities and Natural England
biodiversity status of the insects from the Sutton Village Survey.
Sutton’s Fauna – Some Conclusions
The Sutton General Wildlife Fauna Survey demonstrated that Sutton has wildlife well
worth protecting and the records provided by the John O’Gaunt Golf Club ground staff
were a bonus. Between them the two surveys recorded over 630 individual fauna
species of which 58 are on the Natural England biodiversity priority list. The Sutton
General Wildlife Fauna Survey continues, albeit in a different form, and it is hoped that it
will be repeated in 2021. The organisers have every confidence that the numbers of fauna
species record in Sutton will continue to increase steadily.
To help to put the above totals in context, before the survey began a spokesperson for
the RSPB suggested that if the Sutton General Wildlife Fauna Survey recorded 40 species
of birds it would constitute a good result, 50 would be very good and 60 phenomenal.
Together the Sutton General Wildlife Fauna and JOG Golf Club Surveys recorded 72 and a
38 further species of birds respectively, confirming the strategic importance of Sutton,
and its many and diverse habitats, as local avian and wildlife sanctuaries.
Reviews of where larger mammals have been sighted and other evidence, suggests that
they spend their days in Sutton’s many wooded areas and wander freely at night. Visits to
gardens along Church Road and both sides of High Street are common, and motorists
approaching Sutton outside the normal commuting and leisure times have a good chance
of seeing deer and (less frequently) foxes.
The records for amphibians and reptiles are particularly important because they highlight
the need for wildlife corridors linking the stream at Clay End with Potton Brook and the
gardens along High Street and Church Road where the former breed.
The results from the Sutton Village and JOG Golf Club surveys have been used to help
define the areas that should be incorporated into Sutton’s Important Green Gaps.
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6.

Wildlife corridors
Evidence from the section on Sutton’s fauna (immediately above) highlights the wide
variety of mammals, birds, fish, amphibians, at least one reptile and insect species found
in Sutton. Further, the Sutton Village Survey, the JOG Golf Club Survey, and many other
reports from residents, visitors and experts all demonstrate that Sutton has a rich array of
fauna, including many species that are protected, rare or endangered - as defined by
Sections 40 and 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006,
and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
The Sutton Village Survey, also recorded where and when sightings were made, and
revealed that many priority species of ground-based fauna, including hedgehogs, field
mice, frogs, several species of toads and grass snakes are using the fields behind High
Street as wildlife corridors to move east/ west through the village and/ or access the back
gardens. In addition, the section on Sutton’s prioritised habitats revealed their range and
how farming practices enable fauna of all varieties to move – at will – almost everywhere
Sutton and into contiguous parishes.
Several designated county and other wildlife corridors traverse Sutton and the following
paragraphs suggest that further wildlife corridors are needed, linking Sutton other wildlife
areas.
Sutton’s location within designated county and wider wildlife corridors
The north-west of Sutton parish sits within the Greensand Ridge Nature Improvement
Area. This is one of the few places in Central England where thin, sandy soils support
lowland heathland and acid grassland. Nature Improvement Areas have been established
by DEFRA as a result of Biodiversity 2020 and the Lawton Report (2010) in order to create
joined up and resilient wildlife networks on a landscape scale.
The CBC Environmental Framework describes two important wildlife corridors that partly
fall within Sutton:
•

The Strategic GI Plan Priority Corridors – 2. Ivel River Valley which covers the
north and west of the parish [p18 CBC Environmental Framework];

•

The District GI plans – ‘District’ scale green infrastructure corridors which shows
the corridor along the course of Potton Brook through Sutton [p19 CBC
Environmental Framework].

The Bedfordshire & Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (2007) identifies a broad,
spatial vision for green infrastructure across the area and highlights 11 strategic GI
corridors across the county. The parish of Sutton lies on the shared border of the Ivel River
Valley and Greensand Ridge Corridors.
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Figure 6.1: CBC Strategic GI Plan Priority Corridors (extract)
The Mid Bedfordshire GI Plan (2008) identified a network for protecting and enhancing GI
across the whole of the former Mid Beds District. This Network is broken down into a
series of six ‘areas’, with Sutton lying within the Greensand Ridge area. This network of
green corridors was updated in the CBC Environmental Framework.

Figure 6.2: CBC ‘District’ Scale Green Infrastructure Corridors (extract) – with
approximate location of Sutton parish highlighted
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Section 4.2 ‘Ivel Valley’, along with Figure 4.2 ‘Ivel Valley Action Plan’ of The Mid
Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure Plan [September 2008] provides a clearer view of the
corridors, green assets and opportunities in the area, along with more details of how these
integrate. These are shown in Figure 3.1: ‘Integration Map’ and Figure 3.2: ‘Mid
Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure Network’ of The Mid Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure
Plan.
Potton Brook with the adjoining woodland, trees, hedgerows and flora along the banks
provides one of the major designated nature corridors through Sutton parish, broadly
travelling in a north/south direction. Many species, including otters and water voles, have
been recorded adjacent to Potton Brook within Sutton parish. This corridor is recognised
in the CBC Environmental Framework District GI plan level corridors, which shows a
corridor linking from Potton Wood SSSI through Potton and Sutton along the broad Potton
Brook corridor towards Biggleswade Common CWS, the River Ivel and Sandy Heath RSPB
Nature Reserve.
The Mid Bedfordshire GI Plan [September 2008] highlights the following strategic
biodiversity network and opportunities, which cover parts of Sutton, in section 8.2.6:
“C. Shallow river valley from Biggleswade to Potton and the network of lowland meadows,
marshy grasslands, streams, wet woodland, willow pollards and restored mineral
workings along the Ivel valley. Careful management of water quantities and quality could
make some areas wetter whilst others need secure sensitive management regimes to
conserve, restore and expand small grasslands. Otter and water vole populations are
important here and large networks of sensitively managed habitat are important for their
survival.”
“D. Rolling Arable farmland east of Biggleswade and into Cambridgeshire species of open
arable farmland are important. This area forms a western extension of an area of farmland
stretching northeast through Cambridgeshire which is of national significance for
farmland bird populations. Emphasis here should be on the networks of habitats within
an arable farmland landscape which can support strong populations of open farmland
species.”
East of England B-Lines Network
B-Lines is a landscape-scale biodiversity initiative, being developed and promoted by
Buglife – The Invertebrate Conservation Trust, which aims to create a UK-wide network of
wildflower-rich habitats.
B-Lines is being developed as a response to recommendations made in Sir John Lawton’s
‘Making Space for Nature’ review; identifying and creating linkages between our key
wildlife sites. B-Lines also provides a framework within which we can all make a major
contribution towards the National Pollinator Strategy.
The B-Lines are identified as 3 km wide linear pathways which link together existing
important wildflower-rich areas (e.g. SSSI, Local Wildlife Sites, Local Nature Reserves,
nature reserves, BAP habitats) – these habitat areas forming the foundations of the new
B-Lines network.
The B-Lines have been mapped across the UK in partnership with Local Nature
Partnerships, Statutory Agencies, local authorities and other conservation partners.
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The mapping identifies simple networks, including pragmatic linkages between the
majority and best of our existing wildflower-rich habitat areas. The B-Lines are identified
through a process of data collation, GIS modelling and stakeholder verification.
The B-Lines networks provide a focus for strategic wildflower rich habitat
restoration/creation. The maps can be used to help guide priority work, and for the
development of new, or existing, projects and delivery programmes.
Further guidance on the B-Lines, including how they are mapped and should be developed
to provide the greatest benefits to wildlife and people is provided in fact sheets available
from Buglife.
The East of England B-Lines Network covers the west and north of Sutton parish.

Current provision of wildlife corridors
The Ivel River Valley and Greensand Ridge Corridors through Sutton overlap and between
them cover a quarter to a third of Sutton Parish. While the designation and maintenance
of both corridors are to be applauded, it is reasoned in this and the following sections that
they are not sufficient to protect the fauna known to inhabit and visit Sutton. In short, at
least one additional corridor is needed.
•

Although of fairly recent origin both of the designated corridors have become
dated. Recent, ongoing and probable development in Potton is restricting the
corridors and making them less favourable to wildlife. Potton Brook, which
features in both of the designated corridors has now been developed, with houses
and street lights alongside sections of its route through Potton.
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•

There is empirical evidence that recent development in surrounding parishes has
resulted in some mammals migrating to Sutton, potentially placing existing wildlife
populations under pressure. Several Sutton residents have suggested that the
badger population of the parish has increased over the past few years as animals
have been displaced by developments in Biggleswade and Potton. Currently there
are populations in nearly a dozen areas of the parish; their setts are complex and
individual animals need space to roam. Each population has at least one main sett
with annexes, subsidiary setts and/or outliers. One location has an extensive
network of setts and tunnels spreading over 500m, and badgers have been
observed and recorded on wildlife camera moving between this and another large
sett, which is approximately 700m away.

•

The Ivel River Valley and Greensand Ridge Corridors fail to reflect seasonal changes
in weather and habitats. While the open fields of Sutton may deter fauna in winter,
they have the ready alternative of the hedgerows, streams and ditches, and many
other habitats identified in Section 4. Further, the Greensand Ridge Corridor can
become a waterless desert during periods of prolonged hot weather – May 2020
is a recent example. In summer, however, the fields are covered crops and, with
the surrounding habitats, offer shelter, food and breeding sites, plus easy access
to water in Potton Brook and garden ponds.

•

The majority of fauna recorded by the Village Fauna Survey were observed in
gardens or the fields either side of Church Road and High Street. It is not being
suggested that fauna were not using the Ivel River Valley and Greensand Ridge
Corridors, merely that protection should be extended to the hundreds of species
of and thousands of individual animals that are living closer to the village centre.
Further the Village Fauna Survey has revealed that rare species of mammals,
amphibians and reptiles – specifically hedgehogs, field mice, frogs, midwife and
common toads, and grass snakes - are using Sutton’s fields as migration routes,
especially those to the south of High Street.

•

Sutton is located in the north east of Central Bedfordshire and fauna moving
through the parish are as likely to have come from Cambridgeshire or
Hertfordshire, as from other parts of Central Bedfordshire. Neither of the
designated routes pay sufficient attention to longer distance movements of fauna.
What is missing in the above studies, perhaps because of their
administrative/county focus, is a corridor linking the Ivel River Valley and
Greensand Ridge Corridors, via Sutton, to the Rivers Rhee and Cam. Abundant
evidence is provided in Figures 2A, 2B and 2C (above) to illustrate how intimately
the catchments of Potton Brook and the two rivers interconnect.

Identifying additional wildlife corridors
To assist in the identification of any additional wildlife corridors and the planning of
Sutton’s Important Green Gaps (see Figure 5) an exercise was conducted to build on the
concept of biodiversity networks proposed in Central Bedfordshire Council’s nature
conservation strategy by identifying and evaluating the factors that might facilitate and
discourage wildlife movement across Sutton, and into contiguous parishes. The
investigation was informed by the developing outcomes of the Sutton Village Survey
reported in Section 5.
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The factors considered included:
•

The variety and needs of the types of animals that constitute Sutton’s wildlife. The
needs of creatures that can only walk, crawl, slither and swim – large and small were prioritised.

•

The factors that might prompt individual species to move location and possibly
habitat. Four were identified:
o Local diffusion as populations spread out to meet their primary needs of
food, water, shelter and reproduction, within the same general area and/
or habitat;
o Longer range diffusion when populations come under stress during adverse
conditions such as sever climatic events, population explosion, animal
epidemics and/ or human activity, and respond by moving location and
potentially habitat;
o Instinctive migration patterns – e.g. toads returning to their natal ponds to
breed;
o Normal climatic variations – e.g. seasonal changes and wind direction.

•

Factors that might encourage or inhibit animals using particular routes, e.g.:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Terrain and dimensions of potential corridors;
Barriers to movement - artificial and natural;
Availability of food and water;
Shelter versus exposure;
Risk of predation;
Tranquillity versus noise;
Dark skies versus artificial illumination.

Recent, ongoing, planned and possible development in neighbouring parishes that
may impact on current and future wildlife movement.

The work was conducted using a mixture of local knowledge supported by fieldwork,
largescale maps, aerial photographs and the results of the Village Fauna Survey and similar
studies. Starting each time from Sutton the routes for potential fauna movement were
sketched and compared.
The exercise revealed, not only that fauna is still able to travel in a majority of compass
directions across Sutton, into adjacent parishes and on to acknowledged wildlife areas in
Bedfordshire and nearby counties, but also how Sutton serves as a reserve for resident
fauna. In short, through its diverse and interconnected habitats, Sutton serves as:
✓ A strategic hub for fauna movement in multiple directions
✓ A reserve for resident fauna; and as,
✓ A refuge for fauna displaced from adjacent parishes.
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Sutton’s pivotal position as a strategic hub north-south and east-west movements of
wildlife
Analysis of the routes available for wildlife to move from Sutton, via contiguous parishes,
to other wildlife areas revealed the strategic importance of Sutton in the network of
wildlife corridors that traverse East Anglia, the Midlands and west into Central England.
For example, it is possible for wildlife to move from Sutton:
•

South to the Chiltern Hills and beyond via:
o Potton Brook, the Ivel River Valley Corridor to the Rivers Hit and Hiz;
o Other tributary streams flowing north into Potton Brook;
o The A1 and Great Northern Railway corridors.

•

West via:
o The Greensand Ridge Corridor;
o The valley of the Rivers Flit, other parts of Bedfordshire and national north/
south road, rail and canal links;
o The valley of the Great Ouse, and on into Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire
and beyond.

•

North into East Anglia and the Midlands via:
o Potton Brook, the Ivel River Valley Corridor to the Great Ouse;
o The A1 and Great Northern Railway corridors.

•

East into East Anglia (see Figure 2F) via:
o Potton Brook and its catchment, and the many ditches and wild areas that
link to tributaries of the River Cam;
o Sutton’s Drainage Route 1 and its catchment, and the many ditches and
wet areas that link to tributaries to the River Cam at Wrestlingworth; and,
o (Probably for larger and flying animals) cross country to Eyeworth,
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire.

The results of these deliberations revealed the need for areas of open countryside to
enable wildlife to move freely within Sutton, into neighbouring parishes, the remaining
wildlife areas of Central Bedfordshire, adjacent counties, and via them to the key wildlife
areas of East Anglia, the Chilterns and Midlands. This, in turn, resulted in identifying
additional wildlife corridors through Sutton and into adjacent parishes, districts and
counties which closely aligned with observations, known habitats and identified landscape
features (e.g. watercourses, hedgerows and wide field margins). The designation of
Sutton’s Important Green Gaps, covered in Part 3 of this Background Evidence Report,
was informed by this process.
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Figure 6.3: Green Infrastructure Corridors with added corridors and links added in teal
[Underlying Map Based upon: Figure 4 in Connectivity of biodiversity networks across
Central Bedfordshire – ‘A Nature Conservation Strategy for Central Bedfordshire –
January 2015 – Central Bedfordshire Council’]
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Figure 6.4: Sutton’s proposed Important Green Gaps
It was concluded that:
1. The Important Green Gaps proposed in Figure 6.4 will not be of value to Sutton
alone but would have wider, even national, significance by maintaining routes for
wildlife to move:
o within the parish;
o across contiguous parishes; and,
o across Bedfordshire and neighbouring counties.
2. At a conservative estimate Sutton has 50+ km of streams, ditches, hedges and
wooded areas, interspersed with ranges of other habitats and permanent water.
They combine to offer a huge variety of routes for intra-parish movement of
wildlife, and through contiguous parishes form an essential link in cross-country
wildlife corridors.
3. The need for Green Gaps to the south of Sutton Village is emphasised by the
absence of fences and other barriers, its contiguous habitats, its greater
tranquillity and possibly even its darker skies, which combine to make it a more
favourable route for wildlife movement than the northern half.
4. Wider wildlife movement is being constrained by development to the north (in
Potton), south east (as Biggleswade strives aggressively to expand eastwards to
the parish boundary and into Sutton), and west (in Sandy and Bedford). Sutton
provides links to eastern and western corridors that bypass Potton and to an
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eastern corridor that bypasses Biggleswade, linking eventually to the Chilterns.
Both emphasis the need for proposed Green Gaps to the north of the village.
5. While Biggleswade is surrounded by its green wheel and a similar facility is planned
for Potton, they are essentially linear parks designed for human recreation and
domestic animals, and the needs of indigenous and visiting fauna are likely to be
more diverse and complex. It is, therefore, not appropriate to rely on linear parks
alone to enable the movement of fauna into and across Sutton.
6. The Important Green Gaps will enable Sutton to remain a vital reserve for wildlife
when space for wildlife in adjacent parishes is diminishing.
7. The importance of the John O’Gaunt Golf Club as a local wildlife reserve for both

fauna and flora has already been demonstrated by the surveys and records
contributed to this study. However, the habitats offered by the two golf courses
and their surrounds – parkland, woodland and heathland - are restricted by their
homogeneity. Additional reserves, that exploit the characteristics of other
habitats, are required to meet the needs of all the fauna recorded in the Village
Fauna Survey but do not feature in the Golf Club records and surveys.
8. The importance of the golf club in some intra parish movement of wildlife is also
acknowledged. However, reliance on the golf courses alone to facilitate east/ west
and north/ south movement of fauna across Sutton would not meet their needs,
due to reduced connectivity between the two courses (e.g. the fence along the
B1040) and to some surrounding areas of the parish (e.g. the fences and housing
developments at the border with Potton). Instead, an east/west corridor within
Sutton’s Important Green Gaps 1, 2 and 4 is proposed, with north/south
connectivity for fauna, avoiding Potton, being achieved via habitats and farmland
to the east - or west - of Sutton Village. Once beyond Potton, fauna could re-join
the Ivel River Valley Corridor if they were minded to.
9. The Sutton Village Fauna Survey has also demonstrated the importance of
Important Green Gap 3 as a route for larger mammals to access the golf course
and Pegnut Wood, both of which are more difficult for fauna to approach from
other directions.
Sutton’s Important Green Gaps
In summary, Sutton’s proposed Important Green Gaps will enable the parish to remain
both:
•

A link of immense national significance in the routes used by wildlife to move
across adjacent parishes, into East Anglia and rural England as a whole;

•

A critical natural reserve for wildlife when easily accessible space for wildlife is
diminishing elsewhere; and,

•

A potential haven for fauna displaced from adjacent parishes.

Please note: the Important Green Gaps are considered more fully in the Background
Evidence Report – Part 3 (Developed Environment).
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